
Rats on space

FlappyRats is the adventure of mice sent by the rat empire to search for resources 
across the galaxy to help build and support mice's development when the Earth's 
resources are not much left.

 As a selected elite member, you will play as a mouse with a spaceship that overcomes 
dangers to get closer to the resources deep in each planet. Always calmly cope with 
di�culties, success is always for those who have the will to go to the end.



FlappyRats NFTs are built simply, but to complete the game is quite 
the opposite.
We have 4 main NFTs

The NFTs will have the same parameters and random when you buy 
a spaceship, you can collect or use them while waiting for other 
spacecraft.

Turn: 4 turns/ 1 NFT/day (1 NFT can be purchased for 1 more turn 
when the turn is exhausted)
Play reset time: 0 AM UTC daily
Token earned: Depends on your ability. We will balance and estimate 
the average ROI to be 20 days



in-game maps

Each planet has a di�erent 

di�culty and reward level 

corresponding to the level 

of that planet

The gameplay is straight-

forward. Let's overcome 

the obstacles and get as 

many points as possible, 

the number of points will 

correspond to the tokens 

you receive. 

Level 1

Level 2

URANUS - The giant planet contains a lot of 
resources, the easiest to exploit

MARS - Has red hot surface and desert. A planet 
with many potential dangers

Level 3
CERES - A barren rocky asteroid. But there are min-
eral deposits deep below the rock layer

Level 4
 NEPTUNE - The largest planet in the galaxy

Level 5
MERCURY - A concave iron block the size of a 
planet

Level 6
VENUS - The hottest planet in the universe. 
Volcano erupts day and night

Level 7
JUPITER - The most dangerous planet. However, a
lot of rare minerals are only available here

Level 8
COMET - God mines fall from the sky



Phase 1

Phase 2
Phase 3

Phase 4

- Ideas and plans

- Design and 

implement ideas

- Website and contract 

development

- Build Community and 

socials

- KYC + Contract audit

- Partnership with 

in�uencers

- Game v1 on Testnet

- Presale 

- Listing on PCS

- Launch the game 

- Listing on CMC, CG

- Ads on Poocoin

- 1st buyback 

- Events for players 

- Character giveaway

- AMA and release 

new maps

- 2nd buyback 

- Copperation with 

Twitter in�uencers

- 3rd buyback

- Listing CEX 

- Release roadmap 

V2
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